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Who Trusts Zix with Their Data?

 § 25% of all banks in the U.S.
 § Financial regulatory agencies such 

as the SEC, CFPB, FDIC and OCC
 § Six divisions of the U.S. Treasury
 § 32 Blue Cross Blue Shield 

organizations
 § 2,200 financial institutions

ZixSelect Mobile Advantages

 § Enhances ZixGateway security
 § Enables “one-touch” 

email encryption
 § No confusing keyword policies
 § No user training required
 § Email security visual reminder

Combined Solution Advantages

 § ZixGateway enforces email policies
 § ZixOne manages mobile 

access & security
 § Robust compliance reporting
 § Implement in less than a day
 § Consistent security for all email users

Organizations who bundle ZixOne with 

ZixGateway benefit from a complete 

email data security solution. ZixSelect 

Mobile streamlines the process of 

sending encrypted emails from mobile 

devices by integrating ZixOne with 

ZixGateway, thus experiencing the 

industry’s easiest to use mobile email 

encryption service. ZixSelect Mobile 

empowers your employees to be the  

first-line of defense for individual 

messages, while ZixGateway enforces 

your global policies by scanning email 

and attachments for sensitive content. 

With just one touch, ZixSelect Mobile 

users can choose encryption while 

composing, forwarding, or replying to 

any email. The prominent “Encrypt Message” option enhances employee 

awareness of email encryption while avoiding the use of special 

keywords that can easily be forgotten by users, or altered by the device’s 

autocorrect function. As a further benefit, ZixGateway continues to scan 

emails in real time for sensitive information and will encrypt per your 

company email policies even if the “Encrypt Message” button has not 

been activated by the user. 

ZixOne 
ZixOne is a secure mobile email service that gives users easy access to 

corporate email, calendar, and contacts. ZixOne works for BYOD or 

corporate-owned devices and never stores your sensitive corporate email 

on the device. Instead, ZixOne displays the information to the user via a 
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secure connection by leveraging your existing email infrastructure. Users 

read and write emails, manage their inbox and folders, and create or view 

calendar appointments and contacts in real-time. ZixOne is more secure 

than competing corporate solutions because it never stores corporate data 

in the device’s permanent memory.

ZixGateway 
ZixGateway is a policy-based email encryption appliance or hosted 

service. ZixGateway inspects all outbound emails and their attachments 

in real-time, ensuring they adhere to your company email policies. It 

automatically enforces global user compliance for email communication 

without requiring special training or procedures for employees. By 

leveraging the world’s largest public encryption key repository, ZixDirectory, 

and the ZixCorp Best Method of Delivery (BMOD), ZixGateway delivers 

encrypted email to anyone, anywhere, and usually with no additional 

steps required by the sender or the recipient. ZixGateway also provides 

the industry’s only bidirectional, transparent email encryption solution. 

Members of this Zix Encryption Network benefit from the mutual secure 

exchange of email without portals, passwords, or extra steps.

ZixSelect Mobile 
Organizations using both ZixGateway and ZixOne can safely send and 

receive encrypted email to or from anyone, anywhere, from any supported 

device. ZixSelect Mobile not only enhances security awareness for your 

employees, but also makes it easier to select encryption for individual 

messages - freeing your employees to focus on what’s most important: 

getting their jobs done efficiently and securely.

About Zix Corporation

Zix is a leader in email data 
protection. Zix offers industry-leading 
email encryption, a unique email 
DLP solution and an innovative 
email BYOD solution to meet your 
company’s data protection and 
compliance needs. Zix is trusted by the 
nation’s most influential institutions in 
healthcare, finance and government 
for easy to use secure email solutions.
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